You will need:
- Wine corks (or champagne cork if
you ask your local restaurant nicely)
- Paint
- Paint brushes
- White craft paper, medium weight
- Fast drying glue

Crafts to inspire play

1

For Duggee, start with a
clean and dry cork (we used a
champagne cork for Duggee
because the shape is perfect
but you can use a regular cork).

2

Paint the top half a nice
‘Duggee’ brown, adding in the
face details with paint and/or
markers.
Paint the bottom half a nice
bright yellow and make sure to
draw on all Duggee’s badges.
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4

Cut out some strips of paper to the shapes above for
Duggee’s tie, and two ear shapes as shown. Paint the
ears the ‘Duggee’ brown, the tie pieces yellow, and a
small square of blue.

Carefully glue the ears to the
back of Duggee’s head with
fast drying glue. Then glue his
tie into place.

5
Tah-Dah! A-WOOF!

You will need:
- Wine corks
- Paint
- Paint brushes
- Knife (for cutting wine cork)
- Orange craft paper
- Matchstick

Crafts to inspire play

1

For Happy, you’ll need two
clean and dry wine corks. You
will need to cut one of the
wine corks a little bit shorter
for the body.

2

Paint the full length cork a nice
‘crocodiley’ green. This will be
the head.
For Happy’s body, paint the
second shorter cork green, and
add a light blue around the
base. A narrow strip of orange
paper wrapped around the
cork completes the look.

3

4

To attach the corks, carefully poke a small hole in the
top of the body using a matchstick. Repeat this step on
the side of the head, as shown. Leave a small piece of
matchstick inserted into the cork to help fix the head to
the body.

Attach the head to the body
with a drop of glue to hold the
toothpick in place. Set it aside
for the glue to dry.

5
Paint on Happy’s ‘happy’ face with your paint and/or
markers... and hey presto, you’re done.
Now that you know how to make Duggee and
Happy you can use the same approach to create the
rest of the Squirrels!

